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ABSTRACT
With the compelling evidence for massive neutrinos from recent ν-oscillation
experiments, one of the most fundamental tasks of particle physics over the
next years will be the determination of the absolute mass scale of neutrinos.
The absolute value of ν-masses will have crucial implications for cosmology,
astrophysics and particle physics. We present the case for a next generation
tritium β decay experiment to perform a high precision direct measurement of
the absolute mass of the electron neutrino with sub-eV sensitivity. We discuss the
experimental requirements and technical challenges of the proposed Karlsruhe
Tritium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) and outline its physics potential.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we discuss the future of neutrino mass experiments and present a plan
for a large tritium β decay experiment with sub-eV sensitivity to the mass of the
electron neutrino. The structure of the article is as follows: In the introduction,
we report briefly the evidence for neutrino masses, the implications of non-zero neu-
trino masses for particle physics and cosmology, and discuss several experimental
approaches to determine neutrino masses. The current tritium β decay experiments
in Mainz/Germany and Troitsk/Russia are described in section 2. In section 3, we
present an outline of the proposed future tritium β decay experiment KATRIN.
1.1 Evidences for massive neutrinos
In modern particle physics, one of the most intriguing and most challenging tasks is
to discover the rest mass of neutrinos, bearing fundamental implications to particle
physics, astrophysics and cosmology. Until recently, the Standard Model (SM) of
particle physics assumed neutrinos to be massless. However, actual investigations of
neutrinos from the sun and of neutrinos created in the atmosphere by cosmic rays,
in particular the recent results of the Super-Kamiokande and SNO experiments 1,2,3),
have given strong evidence for massive neutrinos indicated by neutrino oscillations.
Neutrino oscillations imply that a neutrino from one specific weak interaction flavor,
e.g. a muon neutrino νµ, transforms into another weak flavor eigenstate, i.e. an elec-
tron neutrino νe or a tau neutrino ντ , while travelling from the source to the detector.
The existence of neutrino oscillations requires a non-trivial mixing between the weak
interaction eigenstates (νe, νµ, ντ ) and the corresponding neutrino mass states (ν1,
ν2, ν3) and, moreover, that the mass eigenvalues (m1, m2, m3) differ from each other.
Consequently, the experimental evidence for neutrino oscillation proves that neutrinos
have non-zero masses.
1.2 Implications of neutrino masses
The existence of neutrino oscillations and therefore of neutrino mixing and masses
has far-reaching implications to numerous fields of particle physics, astrophysics and
cosmology:
• Particle Physics:
The SM of particle physics, which very precisely describes the present experi-
mental data up to the electroweak scale, offers no explanation for the observed
pattern of the fermion masses or the mixing among the fermion generations.
In particular, it offers no explanation for neutrino masses and neutrino mixing.
Accordingly, the recent experimental evidence for neutrino masses and mixing
is the first indication for physics beyond the Standard Model.
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There are many theories beyond the Standard Model, which explore the origins
of neutrino masses and mixings. In these theories, which often work within the
framework of Supersymmetry, neutrinos naturally acquire mass. A large group
of models makes use of the so-called see-saw effect to generate neutrino masses
4). Other classes of theories are based on completely different possible origins of
neutrino masses, such as radiative corrections arising from an extended Higgs
sector 5). As neutrino masses are much smaller than the masses of the other
fermions, the knowledge of the absolute values of neutrino masses is crucial
for our understanding of the fermion masses in general. Recently it has been
pointed out that the absolute mass scale of neutrinos may be even more signif-
icant and straightforward for the fundamental theory of fermion masses than
the determination of the neutrino mixing angles and CP-violating phases 6). It
will most probably be the absolute mass scale of neutrinos which will determine
the scale of new physics.
All these theories extended beyond the SM can be grouped into two different
classes, leading either to a hierarchical pattern for the neutrino mass eigenvalues
mi (following the pattern of the quark and charged lepton masses)
m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3 (1)
or resulting in a nearly degenerate pattern of neutrino masses
m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3 (2)
As neutrino oscillation experiments are only sensitive to the differences of the
squared masses ∆m2 (e.g. ∆m212 = |m
2
1 −m
2
2|), they cannot measure absolute
values of ν masses. While they do not distinguish between the two classes
of models, oscillation experiments allow to set a lower bound on the absolute
ν-mass, as at least one of the neutrino mass eigenvalues should satisfy the
inequality :
mi ≥
√
|∆m2| (3)
Analysis of the actual results of Super-Kamiokande 1) in terms of oscillations of
atmospheric neutrinos thus gives a lower bound on m3:
m3 ≥
√
∆m2atm ∼ (0.04− 0.07) eV (4)
However, the fundamental mass scale of neutrinos can be located orders of
magnitude above this lower bound (e.g. at around 1 eV), as suggested by mass
models with degeneracy 8). Discrimination between hierarchical and degenerate
mass scenarios thus requires a sensitivity on the absolute ν-mass scale in the
sub-eV range.
Finally, theoretical models come to different conclusions of whether neutrino
masses are of the Dirac- or of the Majorana type. A massive neutrino which is
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identical to its own antiparticle is called a Majorana particle, while for Dirac-
type neutrinos the lepton number distinguishes neutrinos from antineutrinos.
This requires the development of experimental techniques for ν-masses in the
sub-eV range, which do not depend on assumptions about the Dirac or Majorana
character of the neutrino mass.
• Cosmology and Astrophysics:
In astrophysics and cosmology, neutrino masses and mixings play an important
role in numerous scenarios, ranging from the formation of light nuclei during the
Big Bang nucleosynthesis, the formation and evolution of large scale structures
in the universe, up to stellar evolution and the very end of a heavy star, a
supernova explosion 10). Of special interest are the relic neutrinos left over from
the Big Bang. The number of these neutrinos in the universe is huge, equivalent
to the photons of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR). The
ratio of relic neutrinos to baryons is about 109:1, therefore even small neutrino
masses are of great importance.
Thus neutrinos could contribute in a significant way to the large amount of dark
matter in the universe. In this context it is important to have in mind that
neutrinos act as socalled relativistic or Hot Dark Matter (HDM), whereas other
dark matter candidates (supersymmetric particles) represent non-relativistic or
Cold Dark Matter (CDM). Cosmological models of structure formation strongly
depend on the relative amounts of cold and hot dark matter in the universe,
hence a determination of the neutrino HDM contribution to the total dark
matter content of the universe would be important for our understanding of
structure formation 9).
Fig. 1 shows the different contributions to the total matter-energy density Ω
of the universe, arising from luminous matter, baryons, CDM and the so-called
Dark Energy (which is equivalent to the cosmological constant Λ). While the
individual contributions of these components are more or less well determined,
the contribution Ων of neutrino HDM can vary in the interval 0.003 < Ων <
0.25. The lower bound on Ων arises from the results of Super-Kamiokande
on the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos 1). The upper bound comes from
current tritium β decay experiments 11) and, independently, from recent studies
of the evolution of large scale structures in the universe making use of the
solar and atmospheric oscillation results 12). The parameter range of Ων for
neutrino HDM, which is presently allowed by experiment, thus spans two orders
of magnitude. Clearly, the present situation with regard to Ων is not satisfactory.
A determination of Ων or a significant constraint on the allowed parameter range
of Ων would lead to a much better understanding of the role of neutrino HDM
in the evolution of large scale structures.
One means of identifying ν HDM and constraining Ων are precise measurements
of the temperature fluctuations of the CMBR with balloon or satellite exper-
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Figure 1: The contribution Ων from neutrino HDM to the total matter energy density Ω of the uni-
verse spans two orders of magnitude. The lower bound on Ων comes from the analysis of oscillations
of atmospheric ν’s. The upper bound stems from current tritium β decay experiments and studies
of structure formation. The main motivation of the proposed tritium β decay experiment KATRIN
(see section 3) will be to investigate the Ων interval from 0.025-0.25, where the relic neutrinos from
the Big Bang would play a significant role as ν HDM in the evolution of large scale structures.
iments. However, the interpretation of these data crucially depends on model
assumptions and the precise knowledge of other cosmological parameters. If,
on the other hand, the absolute mass scale of neutrinos could be determined
with sub-eV precision by a laboratory experiment, the corresponding Ων would
be a fixed parameter in the analysis of CMBR experiments. This would be
especially important for the analysis of high precision CMBR experiments like
the recently started MAP 13) satellite and the future PLANCK mission 14).
The investigation of the still open role of neutrino HDM in the evolution of large
scale structure is one of the main motivations for the proposed next-generation
tritium β decay experiment KATRIN, which is designed to measure the ab-
solute mass of the electron neutrino with sub-eV sensitivity. Correspondingly,
KATRIN would be sensitive to a neutrino HDM contribution down to a value of
Ων= 0.025, thus significantly constraining the role of neutrino HDM in structure
formation.
As discussed above, the absolute mass scale of neutrinos plays an important role
in astrophysics, cosmology and particle physics. While a series of future oscillation
experiments using solar 15), reactor 16) and accelerator neutrinos 17,18,19) will improve
our understanding of neutrino mixing, the problem of setting the absolute scale of
neutrino masses will remain and become a key issue in particle physics.
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This absolute mass scale can be inferred by two different experimental approaches:
the search for the so-called neutrinoless double β decay and the direct kinematic neu-
trino mass experiments. Both types of experiments are measuring different neutrino
mass parameters and hence are complementary to each other.
1.3 The search for the neutrinoless double β decay
The search for the neutrinoless double β decay (0νββ) is a very sensitive means of
searching for neutrino masses. The physical process is a twofold β decay in one
nucleus at the same time. The normal double β decay with the emission of two
electron neutrinos (or electron antineutrinos) 2νββ was observed already 14 years
ago, but yields no information on the neutrino mass. In the case of the neutrinoless
double β decay, the neutrino emitted at one β decay vertex has to be absorbed at the
second decay vertex as an antineutrino. This process will only take place on condition
that the neutrino is massive and identical to its own antiparticle, i.e. it has to be a
Majorana particle. Correspondingly, this process violates lepton number conservation
by two units.
Up to now, neutrinoless double β decay has not been observed. For the isotope
76Ge, the current best half life limit from the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment results
in an upper limit on the effective Majorana mass of the electron neutrino of mee <
0.34 eV at 90% confidence 20). There are several projects aiming at increasing the
sensitivity of 0νββ searches into the range of below 0.1 eV 21). It is evident that these
limits apply only to Majorana neutrino masses and not to Dirac type masses (see
sect. 1.5 for the meaning of mee and its relation to the true neutrino mass scale).
1.4 Direct investigations of the neutrino masses
In contrast to double β decay experiments, direct investigations of the neutrino mass
do not rely on further assumptions on the neutrino mass type (Majorana or Dirac).
Direct or kinematic experiments can be classified into two categories both making use
of the relativistic energy momentum relation E2 = p2c2 +m2c4 as well as of energy
and momentum conservation.
1.4.1 Time-of-flight method
Using a time-of-flight method as a means of measurement of the neutrino masses
requires very large distances between source and detector and therefore very intense
neutrino sources which only astrophysical, cataclysmic events can provide. The ob-
servation of some 20 neutrinos from the Supernova 1987A yielded an upper limit
of m(νe) < 23 eV
24) by measuring the correlation between the energy and the ar-
rival time of the supernova neutrinos. Though a considerable improvement of the
above number can be expected from the measurement of neutrinos from a future,
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nearby galactic supernova by large underground neutrino experiments (e.g. Super-
Kamiokande, SNO), the expected sensitivity will not reach a value below 1 eV 25).
Moreover, the estimated rate of supernova type II explosions is only in the range of
one event per several tens of years in our galaxy.
1.4.2 Kinematics of weak decays
The investigation of the kinematics of weak decays is based on the measurement of the
charged decay products of weak decays. For the masses of νµ and ντ the measurement
of pion decays into muons and νµ at PSI and the investigation of τ -decays into 5 pions
and ντ at LEP have yielded the upper limits:
m(νµ) < 190 keV at 90 % confidence
26)
m(ντ ) < 18.2 MeV at 95 % confidence
27)
Both limits are much larger than the interesting range for cosmology and ν HDM
(see fig. 1). However, experiments investigating the mass of the electron neutrino νe
by analyzing β decays with emission of electrons are providing a sensitivity in the
interesting eV-range (see section 2).
1.4.3 Tritium β decay
The most sensitive direct searches for the electron neutrino mass up to now are based
on the investigation of the electron spectrum of tritium β decay
3H → 3He+ + e− + ν¯e .
The electron energy spectrum of tritium β decay for a neutrino with mass mν is
given by
dN
dE
= C × F (Z,E)pE(E0 − E)[(E0 − E)
2 −m2ν ]
1
2Θ(E0 − E −mν), (5)
where E denotes the electron energy, p is the electron momentum, E0 corresponds
to the total decay energy, F (Z,E) is the Fermi function, taking into account the
Coulomb interaction of the outgoing electron in the final state, the stepfunction
Θ(E0 −E −mν) ensures energy conservation, and C is given by
C = G2F
m5e
2π3
cos2 θC |M |
2 . (6)
Here GF is the Fermi constant, θC is the Cabibbo angle, me the mass of the electron
andM is the nuclear matrix element. As bothM and F (Z,E) are independent ofmν ,
the dependence of the spectral shape on mν is given by the phase space factor only.
In addition, the bound on the neutrino mass from tritium β decay is independent of
whether the electron neutrino is a Majorana or a Dirac particle.
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Figure 2: The electron energy spectrum of tritium β decay: (a) complete and (b) narrow region
around endpoint E0. The β spectrum is shown for neutrino masses of 0 and 1 eV.
The signature of an electron neutrino with a mass of m(νe )=1 eV is shown in
fig. 2 in comparison with the undistorted β spectrum of a massless νe . The spectral
distortion is statistically significant only in a region close to the β endpoint. This is
due to the rapidly rising count rate below the endpoint dN/dE ∝ (E0−E)
2. Therefore,
only a very narrow region close to the endpoint E0 is analyzed. As the fraction
of β decays in this region is proportional to a factor (1/E0)
3, the very low tritium
endpoint energy of 18.6 keV maximizes the fraction of β decays in this region (in
fact, tritium has the second lowest endpoint of all β unstable isotopes). Nevertheless,
the requirements of tritium β decay experiments with regard to source strength are
demanding. As an example, the fraction of β decays falling into the last 1 eV below
the endpoint E0 is only 2 × 10
−13 (see fig. 2), hence tritium β decay experiments
with high neutrino mass sensitivity require a huge luminosity combined with very
high energy resolution.
Apart from offering a low endpoint energy E0 and a moderate half life of 12.3 y,
tritium has further advantages as β emitter in ν mass investigations:
1. the hydrogen isotope tritium and its daughter, the 3He+ ion, have a simple
electron shell configuration. Atomic corrections for the β decaying atom -or
molecule- and corrections due to the interaction of the outgoing β electron with
the tritium source can be calculated in a simple and straightforward manner
2. The tritium β decay is a super-allowed nuclear transition. Therefore, no cor-
rections from the nuclear transition matrix elements M have to be taken into
account.
The combination of all these features makes tritium an almost ideal β emitter for
neutrino mass investigations.
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1.4.4 Other approaches to β decay
A different approach to directly measure the electron neutrino mass is the use of
cryogenic bolometers. In this case, the β source can be identical to the β electron
spectrometer. This new technique has been applied to the isotope 187Re, which has
a 7 times lower endpoint energy than tritium28). The experiments are still in the
early stage of development. Current microcalorimeters reach an energy resolution of
∆E ∼ 5 eV for short-term measurements and yield an upper limit of m(νe) < 26 eV
29). To further improve the statistical accuracy, the principle of integration of active
source and detector requires the operation of large arrays of microcalorimeters. The
expected sensitivity on the neutrino mass in the nearer future will be below ∼ 10 eV
29).
1.5 Neutrino mixing and mass scale
The effects of neutrino mixing on tritium β decay and 0νββ experiments can be
significant. Below we discuss the implications of ν-mixing in the determination of the
absolute mass scale of neutrinos for both experimental approaches, following largely
the discussions in 6,7).
1.5.1 Mixing and 0νββ
Considering neutrino mixing for 0νββ decay, the effective Majorana mass mee is a
coherent sum of all neutrino mass states νi contributing to the electron neutrino νe.
The parameter mee is a combination of mass eigenvalues mi, Majorana phases and
mixing parameters given by
mee =
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i=1
U2ei ·mi
∣∣∣∣∣ (7)
Since the Majorana CP-phases are unknown, strong cancellations in the sum over all
neutrino states νi can occur.
1.5.2 Mixing and tritium β decay
In the case of tritium β decay, the presence of mixing modifies eq. (5) to:
dN
dE
= C × F (Z,E)pE(E0 − E)
∑
i
|Uei|
2[(E0 − E)
2 −mi
2]
1
2Θ(E0 − E −mi), (8)
The step function, Θ(E0−E−mi), ensures that a neutrino state νi is only produced
if the energy available is larger than its mass. In general, the effects of mixing will
lead to the following spectral modifications :
1. the β spectrum ends at E0′ = E0 − m1, where m1 is the lightest mass in the
neutrino mass spectrum (i.e. the electron spectrum bends at E
<
∼ E0′)
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2. the appearance of ’kinks’ at the electron energy Eie ≈ E0 −mi, with the size of
the kinks being determined by the mixing elements |Uei|
2.
For general mixing schemes with 3 neutrinos (3ν) or 3 active neutrinos and 1 ’ster-
ile’ (4ν), the spectral shape of tritium β decay can be rather complex, requiring the
introduction of at least five independent parameters (two mixing parameters and three
masses for 3ν-mixing). In 6,7) all possible 3ν or 4ν mixing schemes (with normal or
inverted mass hierarchy) have been discussed extensively. In the following, we restrict
our discussion to the schemes explaining the solar and atmospheric neutrino oscilla-
tion data. This omits the 4ν schemes incorporating the LSND oscillation results 22),
which, however, have not been confirmed by other experiments such as KARMEN
23).
If the pattern of neutrino masses is hierarchical (m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3), the largest
mass, m3 ≃
√
∆m2atm = (4−7)×10
−2 eV, would be too small to be observed in tritium
β decay. For models of quasi-degenerate neutrino masses with an absolute mass scale
in the range of sensitivity of future tritium β experiments, the effects of non-zero
ν-masses and mixings reduce to a single parameter, m2(νe). With m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3,
the only distortion of the spectrum to be seen is a bending at the electron energy
E0−m(νe), equivalent to the case of a νe with definite mass and no mixing. Therefore
the analysis of the β spectrum can be parametrized by
m2(νe) =
3∑
i=1
|Uei|
2 ·m2i . (9)
In contrast to eq. (7), here the absolute values of the squared mixing matrix elements
are involved. Therefore the sum contains only non-negative elements, no cancellations
can happen. Hence, the neutrino mass m(νe) extracted from the experiment fixes the
absolute mass scale (m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3), taking into account the small values of ∆m
2
from oscillation experiments.
1.5.3 Absolute neutrino mass scale
While tritium β decay and 0νββ are largely complementary to each other, it is nev-
ertheless interesting to compare the two parameters m(νe) and mee with each other
(assuming neutrinos are Majorana particles) and to investigate their relation to the
fundamental neutrino mass scale in the presence of ν-mixing. For a 3ν mixing the
following bounds on the β decay mass m(νe) can be derived :
mee < m(νe) <
mee
|| cos 2θ⊙|(1− |Ue3|2)− |Ue3|2|
, (10)
The νe mixing parameters in (10) can be deduced from the results of oscillation
experiments using solar neutrinos (solar mixing angle θ⊙) and reactor antineutrinos
(|Ue3|
2).
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Figure 3: Bounds on the effective β decay mass m(νe) (= mβ in ref.
6)) as functions of the solar
mixing angle θ⊙ (for 3ν mixing models with strong mass degeneracy). The horizontal lines corre-
spond to the current and the proposed future tritium β decay experiments (Mainz and KATRIN)
as well as to structure formation. For results from 0νββ experiments, which strongly depend on
θ⊙, the upper solid (dashed) line corresponds to the present bound mee ≤ 0.34 eV and |Ue3|
2 = 0
(|Ue3|
2=0.05), the lower solid (dashed) line corresponds to an envisaged future limit ofmee ≤ 0.05 eV
and |Ue3|
2 = 0 (|Ue3|
2=0.05). The vertical lines mark the current 90% C.L. borders of the large
mixing angle (LMA) solution region for solar ν’s. (fig. taken from ref. 6))
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Fig. 3 shows the bounds on m(νe) from current and future tritium β decay and
0νββ experiments as a function of the solar mixing angle θ⊙ for two different values of
|Ue3|
2. It is interesting to note that for large values of θ⊙ a positive signal from 0νββ
experiments only yields a lower limit on the fundamental neutrino mass scale. The
relationship between mee and the ’true’ mass scale m(νe) depends crucially on the
solar mixing parameter θ⊙. The weakest 0νββ bounds on m(νe) appear at maximum
mixing of solar neutrinos tan2 θ⊙ = 1 (for |Ue3|
2=0). The actual allowed parameter
spaces for θ⊙ from solar neutrino experiments (including the recent SNO results)
have been evaluated in 30). While small solar mixing angles tan2 θ⊙ < 0.01 (so-called
SMA solutions) are disfavored by current results, solutions with large mixing angle
tan2 θ⊙ > 0.1 (either the socalled LMA or LOW solutions) are strongly favored.
This implies that the absolute ν-mass scale cannot easily be restored frommee due
to possible cancellations depending on the unknown CP-violating phases. Moreover,
there are uncertainties in the calculations of the nuclear matrix elements of 0νββ
transitions, which may lead to systematic errors in the relation between mee and the
true mass scale. Finally, many other exchange modes apart from light Majorana
particles can contribute to the 0νββ transition rate 31), thereby adding further un-
certainties. Thus the development of direct methods of determination of the neutrino
mass is essential for a complete reconstruction of the neutrino mass spectrum.
2 Tritium β decay experiments
The almost ideal features of tritium as a β emitter have been the reason for a long
series of tritium β decay experiments. Figure 4 shows the evolution on the observable
m2ν of the various tritium β decay experiments over the last decade. It is remarkable
that the error bars on m2ν have decreased by nearly two orders of magnitude. Equally
important is the fact that the problem of negative values for m2ν of the early nineties
has disappeared due to better understanding of systematics and improvements in the
experimental setups.
2.1 MAC-E-Filter
The high sensitivity of the Troitsk and the Mainz neutrino mass experiments is
due to a new type of spectrometers, so-called MAC-E-Filters (Magnetic Adiabatic
Collimation combined with an Electrostatic Filter). This new type was first proposed
in 32). Later this method was reinvented specifically for the search for the electron
neutrino mass at Troitsk and Mainz, independently. It combines high luminosity and
low background with a high energy resolution, both essential to measure the neutrino
mass from the endpoint region of a β decay spectrum.
The main features of the MAC-E-Filter are illustrated in fig. 5(a). Two supercon-
ducting solenoids are producing a magnetic guiding field. The β electrons, which are
starting from the tritium source in the left solenoid into the forward hemisphere, are
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Figure 4: Results of tritium β decay experiments on the observable m2ν over the last decade. The
experiments at Los Alamos, Zu¨rich, Tokyo, Beijing and Livermore 33,34,35,68,36) used magnetic spec-
trometers, the experiments at Troitsk and Mainz 37,38) are using electrostatic spectrometers of the
MAC-E-Filter type (see text).
(b)
(a)
q
~
E
Figure 5: Principle of the MAC-E-Filter. (a) Experimental setup, (b) Momentum transformation
due to adiabatic invariance of magnetic orbit momentum µ in the inhomogeneous magnetic field.
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guided magnetically on a cyclotron motion around the magnetic field lines into the
spectrometer, thus resulting in an accepted solid angle of up to 2π. On their way into
the center of the spectrometer the magnetic field B drops by many orders of magni-
tude. Therefore, the magnetic gradient force transforms most of the cyclotron energy
E⊥ into longitudinal motion. This is illustrated in fig. 5(b) by a momentum vector.
Due to the slowly varying magnetic field the momentum transforms adiabatically,
therefore the magnetic moment µ keeps constant (equation given in non-relativistic
approximation):
µ =
E⊥
B
= const. (11)
This transformation can be summarized as follows: The β electrons, isotropically
emitted at the source, are transformed into a broad beam of electrons flying almost
parallel to the magnetic field lines.
This parallel beam of electrons is running against an electrostatic potential formed
by a system of cylindrical electrodes. All electrons with enough energy to pass the
electrostatic barrier are reaccelerated and collimated onto a detector, all others are
reflected. Therefore the spectrometer acts as an integrating high-energy pass filter.
The relative sharpness ∆E/E of this filter is given by the ratio of the minimum
magnetic field BA in the center plane and the maximum magnetic field Bmax between
β electron source and spectrometer :
∆E
E
=
BA
Bmax
. (12)
Varying the electrostatic retarding potential allows to measure the β spectrum in an
integrating mode.
In order to suppress electrons which have a very long path within the tritium
source and therefore possess a high scattering probability, the electron source is placed
in a magnetic field BS (see fig. 5), which is lower than the maximum magnetic field
Bmax . This restricts the maximum accepted starting angle of the electrons θmax by
the magnetic mirror effect to :
sin θmax =
√
BS
Bmax
(13)
2.2 The Mainz and the Troitsk experiments
The experiments at Troitsk 37) and Mainz 38) are using similar MAC-E-Filters differing
somewhat in size: The diameter and length of the Mainz (Troitsk) spectrometers are
1m (1.5m) and 4m (7m). The major differences between the two setups are the
tritium sources.
The Troitsk experiment uses a windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS) which
is based on the adiabatic transport of electrons in a strong longitudinal magnetic
field and circulation of tritium gas at low pressure by means of a differential pumping
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the Troitsk experimental setup 43).
system 39) (see fig. 6). This approach was first pioneered in an experiment at Los
Alamos 33). An essential refinement made at Troitsk was the use of a strong magnetic
field for electron transport. This technique permits to use multiple bends of the
transport channel, thus providing better differential pumping and smooth coupling
to the MAC-E-Filter spectrometer. The Troitsk WGTS (a 3m long tube of 50mm
diameter filled with 0.01 mbar of T2) provides a number of beneficial features for
the study of the tritium β spectrum, such as guaranteed homogeneity over the cross
section of the source and reliable on-line control of inelastic energy losses of electrons
in the source. It further allows to use theoretical calculations of free molecular final
state corrections and almost totally suppresses back scattering.
Mainz uses a film of molecular tritium quench-condensed onto a substrate of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite. The film has a diameter of 17mm and a typical thickness
of 40 nm, which is measured by laser ellipsometry. In the years 1995–1997 the Mainz
setup was upgraded to enhance the count rate and to decrease the background rate.
As second substantial improvement a new cryostat now provides temperatures of the
tritium film below 2K to avoid a roughening transition of the film, which was a
source of systematic errors of earlier Mainz measurements. The roughening process
is a temperature activated surface diffusion process, therefore low temperatures are
necessary to get time constants much longer than the duration of the measurement
41,42). The full automation of the apparatus and remote control allows to perform
long term measurements over several months per year. Figure 7 gives a sketch of the
Mainz setup. Since this upgrade, the count rate, background and energy resolution
of the Mainz setup are about the same as the ones of the Troitsk experiment.
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Figure 7: The upgraded and improved Mainz setup (schematically, not in realistic scale). The outer
diameter amounts to 1m, the distance from the source to the detector is 6m 38).
2.3 Results of the Troitsk Neutrino Mass Experiment
The Troitsk experiment has taken tritium data for 200 days from 1994 on. Since
the first measurements, the Troitsk experiment has observed a small anomaly in the
energy spectrum, located a few eV below the β endpoint E0. The distortion resembles
sharp step of the count rate 43). Since a MAC-E-Filter is integrating, a sharp step
corresponds to a narrow line in the primary spectrum. The data indicate a relative
intensity of about 10−10 of the total decay rate. From 1998 on, the Troitsk group
reported that the position of this line seems to oscillate with a frequency of 0.5
years between 5 eV and 15 eV below E0
37). The cause for such an anomaly is not
known. Detailed investigations as well as synchronous measurements with the Mainz
experiment are under way and will help to clarify this effect.
Fitting a standard β spectrum to the Troitsk data results in significantly negative
values of m(νe)
2 ≈ −10 to -20 eV2. However, describing the anomaly phenomenolog-
ically by adding a monoenergetic line with free amplitude and position to a standard
β spectrum results in values of m2ν compatible with zero. The average over all Troitsk
runs until 1999 then amounts to 44)
m(νe)
2 = (−1.0± 3.0± 2.5 ) eV 2
which corresponds to an upper limit of
m(νe) ≤ 2.5 eV
2 (95 % C.L.)
2.4 Results of the Mainz Neutrino Mass Experiment
Figure 8 shows the endpoint region of the Mainz 1998 and 1999 data in comparison
with the former Mainz 1994 data. An improvement of the signal-to-background ratio
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Figure 8: Averaged count rate of the Mainz 1998 and 1999 data (points) with fit (line) in comparison
with previous Mainz data from 1994 45) as function of the retarding energy near the endpoint E0,
and effective endpoint E0,eff . The position of the latter takes into account the width of response
function of the setup and the mean rotation-vibration excitation energy of the electronic ground
state of the 3HeT+ daughter molecule.
by a factor 10 as well as a significant enhancement of the statistical quality of the
data is clearly visible. The main systematic uncertainties of the Mainz experiment
are originating from the physics and the properties of the quench-condensed tritium
film and originate from the inelastic scattering of β electrons within the tritium film,
the excitation of neighbor molecules due to the β decay, and the self-charging of the
tritium film by its radioactivity. As a result of detailed investigations 46,47,48), these
systematic uncertainties were reduced significantly.
The data of the last runs of 1998 and 1999 (see fig. 8) neither show a Troitsk-like
anomaly nor any other residual problem. The most sensitive analysis on the neutrino
mass, in which only the last 70 eV of the β spectrum below the endpoint are used
results in
m(νe)
2 = (−1.6± 2.5± 2.1 ) eV 2
which is compatible with a zero neutrino mass and corresponds to an upper limit on
the electron neutrino mass of:
m(νe) ≤ 2.2 eV (95 % C.L.) .
The analysis of the new Mainz 1998 and 1999 data 49) improved the published former
upper limit of m(νe) < 2.8 eV
38), which was based on the Mainz 1998 data alone.
Together with the Troitsk results, they represent the world’s best sensitivity on a
neutrino mass in a direct neutrino mass experiment.
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Figure 9: Schematic view of the proposed next-generation tritium β decay experiment KATRIN.
The main components of the system comprise a windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS), a
quench condensed tritium source (QCTS), a pre-spectrometer and a large electrostatic spectrometer
of 7m diameter and 20m length with an energy resolution of 1 eV. An electron transport system
guides electrons from the T2 sources to the spectrometers, while eliminating all tritium molecules
in a two stage process, consisting of a differential pumping part followed by a cryotrapping part
The pre-spectrometer having a retarding potential of about 100 V below the β endpoint allows only
the high energy tail of the β electrons, comprising about 2× 10−7 of the total decay rate, to enter
the main spectrometer. The overall length of this linear set-up amounts to about 70m. Shown for
comparison is the present Mainz setup at the same scale.
3 The KATRIN experiment
The tritium β decay experiments at Troitsk and Mainz have almost reached their limit
of sensitivity. It can be estimated that future measurements of both experiments
would improve the current limit only marginally to m(νe) < 2 eV. To measure an
electron neutrino mass in the sub-eV region thus requires a new experiment with
much higher ν-mass sensitivity.
In the following sections we present a design study for a next-generation tri-
tium β decay experiment with a sensitivity to sub-eV neutrino masses, following first
ideas presented in 47,50). The experiment we propose, the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino
(KATRIN) experiment, would have an estimated sensitivity of m(νe) = 0.35 eV (90%
C.L.), which is about one order of magnitude better than the sensitivity of the cur-
rent experiments. For m2(νe), which is the observable in a direct neutrino mass
measurement, this corresponds to an improvement by two orders of magnitude. This
requires significant improvements of the tritium source strength and the spectrometer
resolution.
The proposed KATRIN set-up is based on the long-term experience with the
existing spectrometers of the MAC-E type 39,40) and has been prepared by groups
from Fulda, Karlsruhe, Mainz, Prague, Seattle and Troitsk.
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3.1 Experimental overview
A schematic view of the proposed experimental configuration is shown in fig. 9. It
can be grouped into four functional units:
• the two molecular tritium sources WGTS and QCTS (including tritium supply
and handling)
• the electron transport and tritium elimination line (comprising the differential
pumping and cryotrapping sections)
• the electrostatic pre- and main-spectrometer
• the β electron detector
In order to reach a sub-eV sensitivity, an energy resolution of ∆E = 1 eV is neces-
sary at the tritium β decay endpoint of 18.6 keV, implying a ratio of magnetic fields
Bmin /Bmax= 5 × 10
−5. This resolution would correspond to an improvement of a
factor of 4 compared to the experiments in Troitsk and Mainz. Since the energy
interval of interest below the endpoint E0 (see fig. 2) rapidly decreases with smaller
neutrino mass mν , the signal rate has to be increased. This can be achieved by a
higher T2 source strength corresponding to a larger source area AS and a higher and
optimized column density ρd. Subsequently, this requires a larger area of the ana-
lyzing plane AA of the spectrometer. To meet these demands, a large electrostatic
spectrometer with an analyzing plane of 7m diameter and a T2 source with effective
cross section of AS,eff ≈ 16 cm
2 and column density of (ρd)eff ≈ 5 ·10
17 molecules/cm2
are considered for KATRIN.
In addition, a low background count rate of the order of 10−2 counts/s or less at
the tritium β-decay endpoint region at 18.6 keV is required when looking for sub-eV
neutrino mass effects. Among the various background processes, the ionization of
residual gas molecules as well as the decay of any residual tritium in the spectrometer
play an important role. Therefore, the low background count rate is implying strin-
gent requirements on the vacuum conditions of the electrostatic spectrometers. To
further reduce the background in the main spectrometer, a pre-spectrometer (located
between the tritium source and the main-spectrometer) will act as a pre-filter at a
retarding energy of order of 100 eV below the β endpoint E0, reducing the amount
of β electrons entering the main-spectrometer by about 7 orders of magnitude. Sup-
pression of cosmogenic background finally calls for a state-of-the-art detector with
good energy- and spatial resolution for low energy electrons in the keV range.
During the longterm tritium measurements special emphasis will be put on the
control of all systematic effects which might influence the experimental results. As the
most important systematic effects are associated with the properties of the tritium
source, two independent tritium sources with different systematics are proposed for
KATRIN: a windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS), following the design of the
Troitsk experiment, and a quench condensed tritium source (QCTS), following the
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Mainz design. Alternate measurements with both sources will minimize systematic
uncertainties. Both sources will have to be calibrated and controlled extensively. Cal-
ibration of the properties of the QCTS will be provided by a series of 83mKr-conversion
line measurements, while the characteristics of the WGTS will be determined by
means of an electron gun and of 83mKr.
Apart from the standard integrating (MAC-E) mode of operation, short-term
measurements with the differential time-of-flight (MAC-E-TOF) mode 50) will play
an important role in the measuring programme of KATRIN. These additional runs
will help to investigate systematic uncertainties – e.g. inelastic scattering of the
β electrons in the tritium source – with much higher precision than the integral MAC-
E-Filter mode would allow.
The detailed spectral information obtained in the MAC-E-TOF mode will also
allow to search for non-SM physics like possible small right-handed contributions to
the electroweak interactions 54), or tachyonic neutrinos 53). Also, effects such as the
anomaly reported in the Troitsk experiment 43) can be identified and investigated in
the non-integrating MAC-E-TOF mode more clearly. Moreover, the resulting distor-
tion in the energy spectrum will stay local in a non-integrating spectrometer mode.
This in turn will allow to disentangle the effects of non-zero m(νe)
2 values from any
narrow spectral anomaly close to the endpoint.
The favorable location for a future high precision tritium β decay experiment is
the site of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), which offers general infrastructure
matching well the extensive experimental demands. In particular, a location on site
of FZK offers close proximity to a tritium laboratory (Tritium Labor Karlsruhe,
TLK), which is well suited to handle and to process the total tritium inventory of
the experiment of about 1013 Bq. The hall to house the KATRIN experiment has to
be located sufficiently close to the tritium laboratory TLK to allow the continuous
supply of tritium gas to the experiment via transfer lines (feed and return tubes).
For a linear set-up of all components, as shown in the schematic view of fig. 9, the
overall length of the KATRIN hall would be about 70m. Therefore we propose to
set-up and to operate the experiment on the site of FZK.
In the following sections we discuss the experimental parameters relevant for the
improvement in statistics and resolution, namely the two tritium sources, the electron
transport sections, the two spectrometers and the detector options. This is followed
by a discussion of the background and of the systematic uncertainties. Finally, we
point out the physics objectives of the KATRIN experiment, in particular we present
sensitivity estimates for the electron neutrino mass.
3.2 Experimental parameters
For tritium β decay experiments like KATRIN, which are based on the MAC-E- Filter
technique, the ratio of magnetic field strengths in different parts of the experiment
(tritium source, magnetic pinch, analyzing plane of the spectrometer and detector)
determines several key experimental parameters.
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Figure 10: Schematic view of magnetic fields and cross sections (omitting the pre-spectrometer).
The magnet field values are BS = 6 T, Bmax = 10 T, BA = Bmin = 5 × 10
−4 T and BD = 3 T ( all
values are subject to a common scaling factor f = 0.5− 1.0 ).
3.2.1 Magnetic fields
The geometry and the arrangement of magnetic fields is illustrated schematically in
fig. 10. The tritium source with area AS is placed in a magnetic field BS, which is
lower than the maximum magnetic field Bmax (magnetic pinch). Their ratio deter-
mines the maximum accepted starting angle θmax = arcsin
√
BS/Bmax (see eq. 13).
Due to the conservation of the magnetic flux Φ within which the electrons are trans-
ported, an effective source area AS,eff at the magnetic pinch can be defined. The
maximum cross section AA of the flux tube is reached in the analyzing plane at
the minimum magnetic field BA . The ratio BA/Bmax determines the relative energy
resolution according to eq. (12).
The following considerations are based on the assumption of a conserved magnetic
flux Φ = BS · AS = Bmax · AS,eff = BA · AA of
Φ = f · 5 · 10−4T · π(7/2m)2 = f · 192Tcm2 (14)
The common scaling factor f with 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 1.0 allows for further adjustments
of magnetic fields to their final values. The current values (see fig. 10) have been
obtained by optimizing the requirements for adiabaticity, which aims for high mag-
netic fields. Avoiding the trapping of particles, on the other hand, would favor lower
magnetic fields. In addition, technical feasibility and costs were considered.
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Figure 11: Response function of the KATRIN spectrometer for isotropically emitted electrons with
fixed energy E as a function of the retarding energy qU . The energy loss of electrons in the WGTS
source (column density ρd = 5 × 1017 / cm2, maximum starting angle θmax = 51 deg) is folded into
the response function. To illustrate the uncertainties of the shape of the energy loss function, the
experimentally derived function (solid line) and its uncertainties (dashed lines) derived for quench
condensed tritium according to reference 46) were used.
3.2.2 Transmission and response function
The transmission function T of a MAC-E-Filter is fully analytical and depends only
on the two field ratios BA/Bmax and BS/BA :
T (E, qU0) =


0 E − qU0 < 0
1−
√
1−
E−qU0
E
·
BS
BA
1−
√
1−∆E
E
·
BS
BA
0 ≤ E − qU0 ≤ ∆E
1 E − qU0 > ∆E
(15)
with E denoting the electron energy and qU0 defining the retarding energy. The
total width ∆E of the transmission function from T = 0 to T = 1 is given by BA/Bmax
(see 12). The shape of T in this interval is determined by BS/BA, as this ratio defines
the maximum accepted electron starting angle θmax (see eq. 13).
The transmission function T does not take into account the interactions of elec-
trons in the source. Electrons which have undergone inelastic collisions with T2
molecules in the source have suffered an energy loss and hence have a modified trans-
mission function. These processes can be described by folding of the corresponding
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inelastic cross section 46) with the distribution of electron path lengths through the
source (including multiple scattering). Folding this energy loss distribution of elec-
trons in the source with the transmission function (15) defines the so-called response
function fres of the experiment.
In fig. 11 the response function fres of KATRIN is shown for isotropically emitted
monoenergetic particles (with fixed energy E) as a function of the retarding energy
qU . The figure is based on the following given standard parameters: a) energy res-
olution ∆E = 1 eV, b) WGTS column density ρd = 5 · 1017/cm2 and c) maximum
accepted starting angle θmax = 51
◦. The influence of the electric potential drop and
the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in the analyzing plane has not been con-
sidered, since these effects can be compensated by a detector with a radial position
sensitivity.
Due to the sharpness of ∆E of KATRIN and due to the high threshold of the
T2 excitation, the “no energy loss” fraction of transmitted electrons can clearly be
separated from those electrons which have undergone inelastic collisions (see fig. 11).
The former fraction corresponds to the sharp rise from 0 to the flat plateau, whereas
the latter part represents the second upslope at the abscissa of about 12 eV. The
relative amounts of each fraction (i.e. the relative height of the elastic plateau in fig.
11) is determined by the column density of the source.
For the case of the continuous β electron spectrum from tritium decay, the fres
function of KATRIN implies that the last 10 eV below the endpoint E0 are fully
covered by the elastic plateau of the response function. This means that the region
with the highest sensitivity to mν is not affected by inelastic processes. Even with a
larger measuring interval of 25 eV below E0 , inelastic events contribute to only 2 %
of the signal rate (compare fig. 11). Therefore, the systematic uncertainties due to
energy losses within the source become dominant only in the analysis of large energy
intervals (see fig. 19).
3.2.3 Signal rates
The counting statistics is defined by 3 parameters: the signal rate S, the background
rate B and the total measurement time ttot.
For a tritium source of size AS and column density ρd and maximum starting
angle θmax accepted by the spectrometer, the signal count rate S very close to the
endpoint is proportional to the number of tritium molecules N(T2) ∝ AS · ρd, the
relative accepted forward solid angle ∆Ω/2π = 1− cos θmax, and the probability of a
β electron not to undergo an inelastic scattering process P0(ρd, θmax)
∗:
S ∝ N(T2) ·
∆Ω
2π
· P0(ρd, θmax) (16)
∗Any inelastic scattering process requires a minimum amount of energy loss of 10 eV (s. fig. 11),
therefore only the zero loss fraction P0 contributes to the count rate very close to the endpoint. P0
is an average over all paths of electrons, starting angles up to θmax and starting points within the
source column density.
25
= AS · ρd · (1− cos θmax) · P0(ρd, θmax) (17)
=
AA ·∆E
E
·
1
1 + cos θmax
· ρd · P0(ρd, θmax) (18)
=
AA ·∆E
E
· (ρd)eff (19)
≤
AA ·∆E
E
·
(ρd)free
2
(20)
Equation (18) follows through eq. (17) from magnetic flux conservation B ·A = const.
and from eq. (12) and (13). Restricting the signal rate to the elastic fraction only is
possible due to the narrow energy interval of the KATRIN measurements(as discussed
above). Thus the last three terms of eq. (18) can be understood as an effective column
density (ρd)eff of a virtual source of electrons not undergoing any scattering process
and placed in the maximum magnetic field Bmax and emitting into the full forward
solid angle of 2π from an effective source area AS,eff = AA∆E/E. The signal rate S
of eq. (18) increases for all θmax with larger column density ρd, but since P0(ρd, θmax)
decreases at the same time, the effective column density (ρd)eff approaches a maximum
asymptotic value (see also fig. 12):
(ρd)eff =
1
1 + cos θmax
· ρd · P0(ρd, θmax)
d→∞
→
(ρd)free
2
=
1
2 · σ
(21)
Equation (21) means that averaging over all emitted starting angles and weighting
with the accepted solid angle the maximum effective source thickness is restricted to
half of the mean free column density (ρd)free = 1/σ = (2.94±0.06) ·10
17 cm−2, where
σ is the total inelastic cross section at 18.6 keV 46).
Equation (20) shows that the maximum signal rate, which can be achieved is
determined by the product of two key experimental parameters: the energy resolution
∆E and the size of the analyzing plane AA of the electrostatic spectrometer. For
KATRIN the gain in AA by a factor of about 100 will in parts be counteracted by the
improvement of ∆E by a factor 4. On the other hand, the restriction to the elastic
fraction will allow to increase the column density substantially with respect to the
presently used value of 2.4 · 1017molecules/cm2 37) without increasing the systematic
uncertainties.
3.3 Windowless gaseous tritium source
The windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS) allows the measurement of the end-
point region of the tritium β decay and consequently the determination of the neutrino
mass with a minimum of systematic uncertainties from the tritium source. Such a
source was first used at the LANL experiment 33) and developed further and adapted
to the MAC-E-Filter by the Troitsk group 39).
Figure 12 can be used to obtain realistic design parameters of the WGTS for
KATRIN. The graph shows the ratio of effective to free column density (compare eq.
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Figure 12: Ratio of effective to free column density (ρd)eff/(ρd)free (being proportional to the signal
rate S) as function of the source column density ρd for different maximum accepted starting angles
θmax. The vertical line indicates the proposed WGTS parameters of ρd = 5 ·10
17molecules/cm
2
and
θmax = 51
◦.
(19), (20)) as a function of the real column density of the source. Choosing the latter
as 5 · 1017molecules/cm2 yields a ratio which is reasonably close to the asymptotic
maximum for all θmax . With respect to the present Troitsk source the gain in (ρd)eff
would be a factor of about 1.5. Together with the proposed gain in AA by a factor of
100 and the reduction of ∆E by a factor of 4 the gain factor in signal rate close to
the endpoint would be about 40.
The WGTS will consist of a 10m long cylindrical tube of 70mm diameter (see
fig. 13), filled with molecular tritium gas of high isotopic purity (> 95 %). The tritium
gas will be injected by a capillary at the middle of the tube forming there a density
of 1015 molecules/cm3. It then diffuses over a length of 5m to both end faces of the
tube, resulting in a linear decrease of tritium density by a factor of 100 from the
injection point to the end faces. In order to keep the source strength constant, the
tube and the injected tritium gas have to be temperature stabilized to ± 0.2 degrees.
A working temperature around 30K optimizes the WGTS column density. Then the
central T2 pressure is 4 · 10
−3 mbar. Cooling is achieved by means of circulating He
gas of the appropriate temperature in a small pipe thermally coupled to the tritium
tube.
It is proposed to place the tritium tube inside a chain of ten superconducting
solenoids of 1m length each. The solenoids will generate a homogeneous magnetic
field of BS = 6T, which adiabatically guides the decay electrons to the end faces
(the modular design of the solenoids has been chosen for reasons of quench stability).
The ratio of magnetic field strengths at the source and at the pinch magnet BS/Bmax
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Figure 13: Schematic view of the windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS) and of the electron
transport and differential pumping system. This system includes the y-shaped solenoidal beam
switch (also shown enlarged in the inset). Energizing only one of the two short coils and only two of
the three transport solenoids allows to select the direction of the electron beam and thus to change
the tritium source. The dotted lines in the inset represent the magnetic field lines.
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is chosen to be 0.6, so that the maximum accepted starting angle in the WGTS is
θmax = 51
◦ and the accepted source area is AS = 32 cm
2 (compare eq. (13) and (14)).
The tritium supply for the WGTS will be provided by four double-walled transfer
lines from the TLK (one feed and three return lines for different contamination levels).
TLK has worked out a procedure to guarantee the supply of tritium with isotopic
purity better than 99% and a negligible content of other gases (3He, 4He). The purity
of the supplied tritium will be measured by means of gas chromatography. After
processing of the returned gas (detritiation and tritium enrichment) in dedicated
glove boxes, the purified tritium will be recirculated to the WGTS.
The main advantages of the WGTS can be summed up as follows:
• investigation of the tritium β-spectrum with the highest possible energy reso-
lution, limited only by the spectrum of final state vibrational and rotational
excitations of the daughter molecule (3HeT)+
• use of a maximum specific activity (high signal rate)
• no perturbing solid state effects (the most serious being self-charging of tritium
films 47))
• perfect homogeneity over the source cross section
Attention has to be paid to the following points:
• stability of source strength
• magnetic trapping of charged particles in the local magnetic field minima be-
tween the solenoids of the source and the subsequent differential pumping sys-
tem.
3.4 Quench condensed tritium source
The quench condensed tritium source (QCTS) will run under rather different condi-
tions as compared to the gaseous WGTS source. The design of the QCTS (see fig. 14)
largely follows the source concept of the Mainz experiment of a thin film of molecular
tritium quench condensed on a graphite substrate.
The QCTS will be mounted on a cold-head of a vertical continuous flow cryostat
with 1.6K base temperature and with total height of 4.5m. There are three different
positions intended for the QCTS source:
• the measuring position inside a 5T split coil magnet of 200mm diameter and
LHe cold bore.
• the source preparation area facing a second continuous flow cryostat. This area
is equipped with a facility to pre-cool the tritium to 20K before quench con-
densing. It contains a laser system for surface treatment (surface cleaning will
29
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base temp. 1.6 K
∆ x, ∆ y = 25mm
manipulator 
∆ z = 1500mm
∆ z = 500mm
∆ x, ∆ y = 25mm
manipulator 
L N   shield277 K
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Figure 14: Schematic view of the quench condensed tritium source (QCTS).
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be done in-situ by laser ablation) as well as standard diagnostics instruments,
like a laser ellipsometer for film thickness measurements.
• the service position for maintenance of the QCTS at room temperature.
Figure 14 shows a possible version to connect a vertical cryostat to the horizontal
electron beam line by the help of a high field split coil solenoid. Between the QCTS
and the y-shape solenoidal beam switch a cryotrapping section is inserted, to avoid
condensing of residual gas molecules on top of the condensed tritium film and to
reduce the heat load on the QCTS cryostat.
The solid source, which is quench condensed onto a highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite crystal, will be working at fixed operating temperature of about 1.6 - 1.8K.
This low temperature is required to suppress surface diffusion and film roughening
41,42). The thickness and thus also the luminosity of the QCTS will be limited due to
self charging 47,60) to a value of about 100 monolayers (1 monolayer is equivalent to
a film thickness of about 3.4 A˚ and corresponds to a column density of the gaseous
source of 0.9 · 1015molecules/cm2) 47,48). The self-charging generates a linear drop
of the electric potential from the first to the last film layer of about 20 mV per
monolayer. Thus the optimum energy resolution of the main spectrometer for QCTS
measurements will be around ∆E = 1.6 eV, which corresponds to a magnetic pinch
field of Bmax = f · 6 T. Due to its lower column density, the QCTS will be run at a
higher magnetic field of BS = 0.97 ·Bmax, resulting in an maximum accepted starting
angle of θmax = 80
◦ and a source diameter of about 7 cm according to eq. (14).
The corresponding gain in source emittance largely compensates the loss in column
density. In total the self-charging effect and the reduced energy resolution will limit
the effective energy resolution of the frozen source to about 2.5 eV. Compared to the
present Mainz source with an area of 2 cm2 and a thickness of 140ML the new design
would correspond to an increase of the count rate by a factor of 30.†
The effective lifetime of the new QCTS will be determined by the rate of tri-
tium losses caused by 3HeT+ recoil. This has been found to be of the order of 0.16
monolayer per day 49). The evaporating tritium is trapped by the LHe cold cryotraps
between the QCTS and the beam switch.
As will be discussed later in section 3.11, the QCTS will provide important results
with independent systematic uncertainties.
3.5 Differential pumping and electron transport system
The electron transport system adiabatically guides β decay electrons from the tri-
tium sources to the spectrometer, while at the same time eliminating any tritium
†Both the resolution and the count rate of the QCTS could be improved significantly, if attempts
to suppress the self-charging effect turn out to be successful. It is planned to explore this in side
experiments in collaboration with Prof. Leiderer in Konstanz. One possibility could be to inject
electrons into the source by photo effect at the substrate surface.
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Figure 15: Schematic view of a pumping port between two transport magnets. The central magnetic
field line as well the ones describing the envelope of the electron transporting magnetic flux tube
(see eq. 14) are illustrated by dashed lines.
flow towards the spectrometer, which has to be kept practically free of tritium for
background and safety reasons. The tritium flow (HT molecules) into the spectrome-
ter should be smaller than 10−13 mbar l/s =ˆ 2.7 ·106 molecules/s to limit the increase
of background to 10−3 counts/s.
The first part of the transport system consists of a differential pumping section
directly following the WGTS and consists of 8 transport and pumping stages (see
fig. 15). Each transport element consists of a 1m long tube of 70mm diameter
which is kept at a temperature of 30K and which is placed inside a superconducting
solenoid (B = 6T). The pumping ports are located at the gaps between the transport
solenoids, which are tilted by 20◦ with respect to each other. The field in the port
is provided by a pair of split coils. The ports will be equipped with turbo-molecular
pumps with a nominal pumping speed of 2000 l/s. The effective pumping speed of the
port is estimated to be seff > 700 l/s. The conductance of the transport tube for T2 at
30 K is 35 l/s. Hence we estimate an extinction factor of ≥ 20 per stage. The beaming
effect due to the long tube changes this result only by 20 % at maximum. The series of
8 differential pumping stages yields an overall tritium extinction factor of ≥ 2×1010.
Assuming that not more than one pump may fail at any time, the extinction factor
will still be 109. This value is used as the basis for further calculations. The flow
out of the T2 source amounts to 10
19 molecules/s at each end face and hence less
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than 1010 molecules/s at the end of the differential pumping chain. In steady state
the T2 gas may be recirculated directly from the pumps to the source many times
before the isotopic impurity level reaches the margin of 5 %. Therefore, the T2 flow
from and back to TLK necessary for maintaining the required purity can be kept far
below the before mentioned level of 1019 molecules/s. The second tritium source of
the experiment, the quench condensed QCTS is connected to the electron transport
system by a y-shape solenoidal beam switch (see fig. 13).
In the next part of the transport section, the cryotrapping section, all remaining
traces of tritium will be trapped onto the liquid helium cold surface of a transport
tube surrounded by transport magnets. It will be covered either by a thin layer of
charcoal or argon snow for better trapping. Again, 4 individual transport elements
of 1m length and 70mm diameter are tilted by 20◦ to each other, thus prohibiting a
direct line of sight. The trap will accumulate less than 1015 molecules/day which is
negligible in view of its huge capacity. Under normal conditions its leakage into the
spectrometers should be essentially zero. Safety valves will protect the latter in case
of failure, e.g. a warmup.
3.6 Electrostatic pre-spectrometer
Between the tritium sources and the main spectrometer a pre-spectrometer of MAC-
E-Filter type will be inserted, acting as an energy pre-filter to reject all β electrons
except the ones in the region of interest close to the endpoint E0. For example,
working at a retarding energy 100 eV below E0 , only a fraction of 2 × 10
−7 of the
total flux of β particles (corresponding to a count rate of the order 1000 s−1) would
enter into the main spectrometer. This minimizes the chances of causing background
by ionization of residual gas and build up a trapped plasma in the spectrometer. A
filter width of ∆E ≈ 50 eV would be sufficient for the pre-spectrometer. The flux
tube in the analyzing plane would then have a diameter of 1 m, corresponding to a
field of 25 mT.
In a second application, the pre-spectrometer will act as a fast switch for running
the main spectrometer in the non-integrating MAC-E-TOF mode (see section 3.8).
The pre-spectrometer of KATRIN will have a diameter of 1.2 m and a length
of 3.5 m, so that its dimensions are comparable to the existing MAC-E Filters at
Mainz and Troitsk. As the designs of the pre- and main spectrometer will be similar,
the former will act as a test facility for the larger main spectrometer. Especially
important will be the following tests of : a) the technique to achieve an XUHV of
below 10−11mbar, b) the concept of using the vacuum vessel itself as main electrode,
and c) the electrodynamic concepts to reduce background.
3.7 Main electrostatic spectrometer
A key component of the new experiment will be the large electrostatic spectrometer
with a diameter of 7m and an overall length of about 20m. This high resolution MAC-
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Insulators
PRE SPECTROMETER          MAIN SPECTROMETER
Uo
oU  + 0.5V
oU  + 0.3V
oU  + 0.4V
− 18475 V
0 5m
Figure 16: Schematic view of the pre- and main spectrometer. Shown are the electrostatic system and
the vacuum vessels (black for ground potential, red for retarding potential and green for insulators),
but not the magnets, since the diameter of the tubes at both ends of the spectrometer had to
be enlarged in the drawing to become visible. From the equipotential lines with 0.1 V difference
(magenta) in the main spectrometer the electrical potential drop in the analyzing plane can be
estimated to be 0.45 V.
E-Filter will allow to scan the tritium β decay endpoint with increased luminosity at
a resolution of 1 eV, which is a factor of 4 better than present MAC-E Filters.
The current default design is based on the concept that the vacuum tank itself
serves as the main electrode of the spectrometer (see fig. 16). This main electrode
is connected on both sides by insulators to ground electrodes, which act at the same
time as end-caps of the spectrometer vessel. To keep the inner HV system stable
and safe, an outer HV shield at a guard potential close to the retarding potential
will be installed. Figure 17 shows details of a preliminary design. The advantages
of this concept is the minimization of degassing surfaces in the vacuum vessel and
the much simplified construction work inside the vessel (as compared to the efforts
for mounting and insulating a huge electrode system within the vacuum vessel). In
addition, one gains about 10 % of cross section in the analyzing plane.
The actual design of the vacuum vessel as well as the shape and mounting of
the ground electrodes is currently being optimized. The present version exhibits a
tolerable potential change of about 0.4 V across the analyzing plane. The magnet
design provides a homogeneity of the magnetic field in the analyzing plane of better
than 10 % . Both kind of inhomogeneities will be compensated by the good spatial
resolution of the detector. The electrostatic optimization as well as the corresponding
investigation and optimization of the magnetic fields and the simulation of the elec-
tron tracks are being pursued further by helps of dedicated 3 dimensional simulation
programs.
The combination of large tank dimensions together with the stringent XUHV
requirements represents a technological challenge, as XUHV vessels of this size have
not been manufactured previously. Therefore, the principal feasibility of the main
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Figure 17: Preliminary design study of the end cap region of the main spectrometer.
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spectrometer had to be investigated. A study in collaboration with several industrial
partners has demonstrated the feasibility of the construction of a spectrometer of this
size and has also yielded a concise construction schedule. During the construction
phase special emphasis has to be put on surface preparation techniques. Especially
important will be electro-polishing of inner tank surfaces to reduce field emission, and
the baking of the vessel at temperatures up to 350◦C to reduce the outgassing rate.
The latter task will require the installation of a heating system for the spectrometer
with 100 kW power. The heat will be transmitted by circulating oil through a tube
system around the tank. This solution allows, moreover, to cool down the tank
thereafter to a temperature of -20 ◦C, where outgassing rates are expected to be at
least one order of magnitude lower as compared to room temperature. In combination,
these techniques will allow to meet the aspired degassing rate from the bulk material
(UHV stainless steel) of < 10−13mbar l s−1 cm−2. The pumping system, which is
specified according to this degassing rate, comprises a system of volume getter pumps
(2.5 km of SAES getter strips) mounted inside the spectrometer vessel. In addition
turbo molecular and ion getter pumps will be installed for pumping non-getterable
residual gases (e.g. He). Altogether a maximum pumping speed of s = 5 · 105 l/s
will be achieved for getterable gases. This number bears an extra safety margin of an
order of magnitude for reaching a final pressure of 10−11mbar‡. The early tests with
the pre-spectrometer vacuum system based on the same design will allow to optimize
the final design.
3.8 Non-integrating MAC-E-TOF Mode
In the recently developed MAC-E-TOF mode 50) one adds on top of the high pass
filter of particle energy an equally sharp low pass filter by additional time-of-flight
(TOF) measurement through the spectrometer. Both filters together form a narrow
band pass. Sufficiently precise TOF measurement is possible even for particles as light
as electrons since they are slowed down during their passage through the analyzing
potential.
The advantage of the MAC-E-TOF mode is that it provides a non-integrating
spectrometer at same energy resolution and similar luminosity as the MAC-E-Filter
mode. Ideal applications for such a mode are the investigation of systematic uncer-
tainties like the precise determination of the inelastic scattering cross section in the
source. Also the shape of the tritium β spectrum near its endpoint can be investi-
gated with high differential resolution in order to search for new physics (apart from
neutrino mass) like tachyonic neutrinos 53) or small right-handed contributions to the
electroweak interactions 54), etc.
In tritium β decay the electron start time can only be determined by chopping the
flux. Pulsing the retarding potential of the pre-spectrometer to a voltage above E0 at a
‡An alternative concept would be to evaporate a titanium (or equivalent) getter inside the tank.
This could provide not only a huge pumping speed but also a homogeneous, well controlled surface
potential.
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high frequency of about 100 kHz will allow β particles to enter the main spectrometer
only within short time windows. The HF pulsing thus enables their time-of-flight
analysis. The width of the time windows will reduce somewhat the energy resolution
and luminosity. Simulations and experiments at the Mainz setup have shown 50) that
in the MAC-E-TOF mode a triangle-like energy resolution function of the same half
width as the full width of the transmission function of the integrating MAC-E-Filter
can be achieved at a loss of about a factor of 4 in the count rate.
3.9 Detector concept
All β particles passing the retarding potential of the MAC-E-Filter will be guided
by a magnetic transport system to the detector. The detector requirements are the
following:
• high efficiency for e− detection and simultaneously low γ background,
• energy resolution of ∆E < 600 eV for 18.6 keV electrons to suppress background
events at different energies,
• operation at high magnetic fields,
• position resolution to
(i) map the source profile,
(ii) localize the particle track within the spectrometer (for compensation of
inhomogeneities of electric potential and magnetic field in the analyzing plane),
(iii) suppress background originating outside the interesting magnetic flux (e.g.
coming from the electrodes of the spectrometer),
• for a measurement in a MAC-E-TOF mode, a reasonable time resolution (σt <
100 ns),
• for test and calibration measurements ready to take high count rates (up to
total rate of order 1 MHz)
The present concept of the detector is based on a large array of silicon drift detec-
tors. The array has to be sensitive over the whole magnetic flux tube, corresponding
to a diameter of 11 cm. Silicon drift diodes are significantly advanced in energy and
spatial resolution over the rather simple detectors used in the Mainz and Troitsk ex-
periments. The silicon drift detectors will have a very thin dead layer of only 50 nm
in order to reduce energy loss and straggling therein and thus to improve the energy
resolution. A thin sensitive layer of about 300 µm will help to reduce the γ sen-
sitivity. The small-sized readout electrode – the advantage of silicon drift diodes –
reduces electronic noise. An energy resolution of ∆E = 600 eV (FWHM) for 18.6
keV electrons should be achieved.
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Figure 18: Schematic view of the detector area with magnet configuration and position of the electron
detector.
The typical pixel size will be 3 × 3mm2 leading to about 1000 read-out chan-
nels allowing a detailed source mapping and reasonably low-sized electronic read-out.
Furthermore, as silicon drift diodes are semiconductor based detectors, they can be
operated in high magnetic fields of several T. Consequently, the detector will be sit-
uated within a special solenoid generating a magnetic field BD perpendicular to the
detector surface. The maximum angle θD,max of incoming electrons at the detector
can be limited by the choice of field ratio (see eq. 13) to
θD,max ≈ arc sin
(√
BD
Bmax
)
Smaller angles θ reduce backscattering from the detector surface and potential loss
of electrons§.
The detector will be surrounded by low-level passive shielding and an active veto
counter to reduce background. Figure 18 shows a view of the schematic setup of the
solenoids as well as the position of the detector surface.
For a later stage of the experiment a segmented bolometer is considered as de-
tector. This type of detector has the advantage of a superior energy resolution (as
compared to Si-detectors). For cryogenic detectors, resolution values of e.g. σE ≈ 5 eV
at 60mK for short term measurements of X-rays of 6 keV have been reported 52). In
high magnetic fields the detector performance was even improved. A better energy
resolution of the detector will play an important role, if the relevant sources of back-
ground -in particular those from the spectrometer itself (see the following section
3.10)- have an energy distribution, which is sufficiently wider as (or separated from)
the energy interval close to the endpoint. In this context it is important to note that
recent data from the Mainz experiment show that -within the statistical precision
of about 25 eV- the mean of the background line originating from the spectrometer
§Although most of the backscattered electrons will be magnetically or electrostatically reflected
back onto the detector, the two additional passages through the dead layer will shift a part of the
electron signal out of the predefined energy window.
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coincides with the filter potential. However, the limited energy resolution of the de-
tector at Mainz of ∆E = 1.4 keV (FWHM) does not allow the detection of a possible
fine structure of the energy distribution of the background events.
A cryogenic bolometer would need a proper 4π heat shield at LHe temperature.
This would require another cold chicane for the electron transport to the detector to
prevent a direct line of sight into the warm spectrometer. A significant amount of
R&D work will be necessary to reach the energy resolution aimed at for a whole array
of medium size detectors.
More detailed studies are under way to define a final detector design and setup as
well as more quantified detector requirements. However, arrays of Si drift diodes and
bolometers represent two promising concepts for the detection of low energy electrons
in KATRIN.
3.10 Background
The experiments at Mainz and Troitsk observe nearly the same count rate of back-
ground events of about 10 mHz from their spectrometers, although the volume of the
Troitsk spectrometer is 2 times larger and the residual gas pressure is 10 times higher.
This is not a contradiction to the principle of a strong dependence of the background
rate on the residual gas pressure in the spectrometer, seen both at Mainz and Troitsk.
It shows, however, that the background rate also depends on other critical parame-
ters, such as e.g. the shape and strength of the electric and magnetic fields. This
fact and the detailed background investigations at Mainz and Troitsk under different
conditions make us confident, that we will be able to reach about the same level of
background rate of 10 mHz also with the large KATRIN spectrometer.
To allow a more detailed discussion, the different sources of background are de-
scribed in the following:
• Environmental radioactivity and cosmic rays around the detector
This background source can be reduced by using selected materials, by active
and passive shielding and by a detector with good intrinsic energy resolution.
At Mainz this background contributes with a rate of about 1 mHz. The same
level can be obtained with the KATRIN detector. Although it will be 20 times
larger in area, the background rate can be reduced by the same factor by the
at least 2 times better energy resolution, an about 2 times thinner active layer
and a 5 times better shielding.
• Tritium decays in the main spectrometer
In about 15 % of all β decays of molecular tritium the remaining 3HeT+ daugh-
ter ion gets further ionized and a low energy shake off electron accompanies
the β electron. If the β decay takes place in the detector-facing half of the
spectrometer, the electron will be accelerated and collimated onto the detector.
There it will be detected with an energy close to that of the retarding energy
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qU0, which fills most of the spectrometer volume. Therefore it can not be distin-
guished from the signal electrons with present detectors. The only way to avoid
this kind of background is a very stringent limit on the tritium partial pressure
inside the main spectrometer. A T2 partial pressure of p(T2) ≃ 10
−20 mbar
causes a background rate of 1 mHz, which is the maximum tolerable one from
this source. The differential pumping and cryotrapping sections as well as the
large pumping speed in pre and main spectrometer will guarantee this low T2
partial pressure.
The β particles from T2 decay within the spectrometer volume can contribute
even stronger to this indistinguishable background by secondary reactions. Born
at high starting angle in the low field BA , they will be trapped in this magnetic
bottle and cause ionizations of the residual gas 37). However, this background
can be suppressed by obeying XUHV conditions such that the chance of ion-
ization is low within the storage time. The latter is limited by synchrotron
radiation 40) and can be further shortened by breaking the cylindrical symme-
try of the fields.
• Cosmic rays
Cosmic rays can create secondary charged particles like δ-electrons, which then
emerge from the electrodes and penetrate into the spectrometer, where they
are guided by the magnetic field. Low energy charged particles will stay al-
ways close to the outer walls of the spectrometer and can not reach the central
magnetic flux, which is collimated onto the detector. These secondary charged
particles therefore cannot contribute directly to the background. But they can
create ions with much larger cyclotron orbits crossing the magnetic flux tube.
Accelerated further by the electric field, these ions then have the chance of
producing slow electrons by various tertiary reactions with the residual gas like
ionization, charge exchange to negative ions with subsequent electron detach-
ment etc. H− ions have eventually been observed at the detector. A chance to
undergo such tertiary reactions under UHV conditions exists only for trapped
particles, however.
Measurements with the Troitsk and Mainz setup using an external γ-ray source
to create δ-electrons resulted in a suppression factor of background electrons
with respect to the primary produced δ-electrons of about 10−6. The much
larger dimensions and the much better vacuum of the KATRIN main spectrom-
eter will improve this suppression factor and compensate the factor from the
increased inner surface. Test experiments with the pre-spectrometer in 2002
will check whether cosmic rays are indeed of minor concern for the background.
• Trapped particles
Measurements with the existing MAC-E-Filters have shown that the back-
ground rate can change abruptly, following time constants of minutes to hours
and showing hysteresis like effects. This behavior must be due to trapped par-
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ticles inside the spectrometer and chain reactions may sustain a plasma (like
in a penning gauge) and release electrons to the detector. In principle, MAC-
E-Filters can have phase space regions in which particles of either charge can
be trapped, particularly in case of an awkward field design. The hypothesis
that traps contribute to the background is further supported by the fact that at
Mainz “heating” of the trapped particles by a high frequency electric AC field
decreases and stabilizes the background count rate.
Although the KATRIN spectrometer has a much larger volume than the present
spectrometers, the increase of dimensions and the careful electrostatic and mag-
netic design will also allow to reduce the electric fields and field emission from
surfaces. Furthermore the design will improve the magnetic shielding of the cen-
tral magnetic flux from charged particles originating at the electrodes or walls.
In addition, new concepts of active background suppression will be tested. To
avoid the trapping of charged particles in regions corresponding to magnetic
bottles and the resulting chain of ionization processes, the axial field symmetry
may be broken by bending of the magnetic flux tube. Alternatively, electric
dipole fields may be applied. The resulting transverse ~R × ~B drift (with ~R
defining the radial vector) in a non-straight geometry or ~E × ~B drift in the
case of an electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field lines should remove
stored particles from the sensitive flux tube on time scales of less than 1 s. Such
investigations are foreseen at the present spectrometers as well as at the pre-
spectrometer. In parallel, ray tracing of particles on the computer will minimize
trapping possibilities by optimized field design and improve our understanding
of these processes.
3.11 Systematic uncertainties
For a high sensitivity tritium β experiment like KATRIN, the interesting region of the
β spectrum close to the endpoint E0 is very narrow. A narrow energy interval means
that the count rate statistics will be limited, i.e. that the statistical error is rather
large. On the other hand, a narrow energy interval strongly reduces systematic errors.
The systematic uncertainties of the current tritium β experiments mainly arise from
processes connected to atomic and molecular physics, such as inelastic scattering of
tritium β electrons in the tritium source. This process as well as various other sources
of systematic uncertainties are discussed in more detail below.
• Inelastic scattering
The inelastic scattering of electrons in the tritium source is one of the dominant
sources of the systematic background. The cross section of this process 46) has
a rather high threshold of more than 12 eV (see fig. 11). Thus, the last 12 eV of
the β spectrum, which carry the main information on the ν mass, are free of any
inelastic scattering events. This holds also strictly for the measured spectrum,
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because the transmission function of a MAC-E-Filter has no high energy tail
(see fig. 11) due to energy conservation.
Confining the measurements to the elastic fraction, much thicker tritium sources
can be used. The present relative uncertainties of the total cross section are 2 %
for gaseous tritium and 5 % for quench condensed tritium sources 46). The shape
of the energy loss function is well measured for gaseous tritium and reasonably
well known for quench condensed tritium as illustrated in fig. 11. Still the
knowledge of both the total as well as the differential cross section can be
improved further by dedicated measurements with quasi-monoenergetic electron
sources (electron gun or K-32 conversion from 83mKr) using the MAC-E-TOF
mode of the new KATRIN spectrometer. Residual systematic uncertainties will
be reduced accordingly.
• Column density and homogeneity of the tritium source
The column density of the WGTS and the QCTS is measured and monitored
in two ways :
(i) The tritium count rate determined with the detector gives online a spatially
resolved tritium column density measurement in combination with online mass
spectrometry. For this purpose a particular measurement point further below
the tritium endpoint with enhanced count rate will be chosen.
(ii) Offline measurements with the electron gun will control the column density
of the WGTS from the ratio of the inelastic to elastic fraction, whereas that
of the QCTS is determined by ellipsometry. A precision of 1 % in units of the
mean free column density (ρd)free can be achieved safely.
• Backscattering
The coefficient describing the fraction of electrons backscattered from the graphite
substrate of the Mainz experiment is 3·10−5/eV and even smaller for the Troitsk
setup. Therefore, backscattering does not play any significant role for the nar-
row energy interval below the β endpoint considered for the KATRIN experi-
ment.
• Final states
The first electronic excited state of the 3HeT+ daughter molecule has an exci-
tation energy of 27 eV 56). Therefore excited states do not play any role for the
energy interval considered for the KATRIN experiment, only the decay to the
ground state of the (3HeT)+ daughter molecule, which is populated with 57 %
probability, has to be taken into account. Due to the nuclear recoil, however,
a large number of rotational-vibrational states with a mean excitation energy
of 1.7 eV and a width of 0.4 eV is populated. This distribution follows the
Franck-Condon principle; its precision depends on the knowledge of the ground
state wave function, which is extremely good 57). Therefore, no significant un-
certainty arises from the rotational-vibrational excitation of the final ground
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state. Also a contamination of the T2 molecules by HT does not matter in
first order: The shift of the mean rotational-vibrational excitation of HT with
respect to T2 is compensated by a corresponding change of the nuclear recoil
energy of HT with respect to the 1.5 times heavier T2 molecule
56). However,
this distribution ultimately limits the resolution which can be obtained in T2
β decay .
• Transmission function
Since the transmission function (eq. 15) depends only on the relative field values
and potentials, it is insensitive to mechanical adjustment. The inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field and the electric potential can be calculated precisely. In
addition, the shape of the transmission function will be checked by a point-like
test source of K-32 conversion electrons from 83mKr or by an electron gun, which
is moved across the magnetic flux tube at the position of the QCTS.
Fluctuations of the absolute position of the transmission function are more
critical. A simple relation connects an additional unknown Gaussian broadening
of width σg (e.g.- caused by fluctuations of the absolute value of the retardation
potential qU0) to a shift of m
2
ν
58):
∆m2ν = −2 · σ
2
g (22)
Therefore, the noise and the stability of the high voltage has to be below 70 mV
to limit its contribution to ∆m2ν to a maximum value of 0.01 eV
2.
• Trapped electrons in the WGTS
Each β electron which is trapped in a local magnetic minimum due to eq. (13)
will suffer inelastic scattering events. Rarely these processes are accompanied by
a momentum transfer large enough to scatter the electrons into the cone of polar
angles small enough to leave the trap. Before being freed finally, they hence
accumulate an energy loss being larger, most probably, than the energy region of
interest below the endpoint. Furthermore the magnets will be designed to avoid
large trapping volumes in the WGTS. Magnetic traps cannot be avoided in the
region of differential pumping ports (see fig. 15). In the bent, however, the
electrons will be driven out of the trap by synchrotron radiation. Moreover, the
T2 density and hence the decay rate is dropping very fast along the differential
pumping chain.
• Solid state effects for the QCTS
Several additional systematic uncertainties are connected with the QCTS:
– Neighbor excitation
The sudden change of nuclear charge in β decay can excite even neighbor-
ing T2 molecules. According to ref.
59) the probability is 5.9 % in a closely
packed single crystal and the mean excitation energy is given as 14.6 eV,
based on the spectrum of free hydrogen molecules. For the analysis of the
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Mainz data the former number has been lowered to 4.6 % and the latter
raised to 16.1 eV 38). The changes account for the reduced density of the
quench condensed film 38) and for the observed shift of the energy loss spec-
trum of 18 keV electrons passing gaseous and solid hydrogen, respectively
46). This shift is also corroborated by quantum-chemical calculations 62).
To be conservative the changes are taken fully into account as systematic
uncertainties 38). To improve on this situation a quantum chemical calcu-
lation of the neighbor excitation for the quench condensed T2 case would
be useful. For the KATRIN data this effect will play a marginal role, since
inelastic events will do not contribute to the signal in a significant way.
– Self-charging
Due to the continuous radiation of β particles a quench condensed T2 film
– being an excellent insulator – charges up. This effect has been studied
in detail and explained by a satisfactory model 47,60). In the temporal
equilibrium self-charging generates a linear drop of the electric potential
across the T2 film of about 20 mV per monolayer. For the Mainz analysis
49)
20 % of the total self-charging effect was taken into account as systematic
uncertainty. Refined measurements could probably reduce this uncertainty
by another factor of 2. More serious than systematic uncertainties is the
2 eV broadening of the spectrum due to self-charging of the QCTS since
it reduces the sensitivity on mν (see below).
– Longterm behavior
A tritium loss of about 0.16 monolayer per day was observed at the Mainz
QCTS. The effect is due to sputtering of T2 molecules by nuclei recoiling
from β decays. It cannot be avoided but has been monitored precisely by
measuring the longterm decrease of the count rate. In parallel a conden-
sation of H2 from the residual gas was observed by ellipsometry at the
end of the run. This effect will be avoided in the KATRIN experiment by
providing more effective cryogenic vacuum conditions at the QCTS.
In summary, the main systematic uncertainties arise from the inelastic scattering and
the degree of stability of the retarding voltage. For the case of the QCTS source the
uncertainties of the solid states effects have to be added. At KATRIN the systematic
uncertainties will be substantially reduced by
• the much smaller energy interval of interest below the endpoint E0,
• additional control measurements at ultrahigh resolution in both the MAC-E-
and MAC-E-TOF mode,
• the better stability of the high voltage,
• the higher T2 concentration and
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• the improved vacuum conditions
with respect to the present experiments. As will be shown in section 3.13, this
improvement will allow KATRIN to reach the goal of a sub-eV sensitivity on the
neutrino mass.
3.12 High voltage stability and energy calibration
As pointed out in section 3.11, a high voltage stability of better than 70 mV is needed.
This requirement corresponds to a precision of a few ppm, which is state of the art
for a system consisting of a high voltage (HV) power supply, a HV divider and a
digital voltmeter. The longterm stability of this system will be checked repeatedly by
measuring the K-32 conversion line of 83mKr, which has an energy of about 17.825 keV
and a width of 2.83 eV (FWHM) 61). Such a measurement can be performed by
quench condensing krypton onto the graphite substrate of the QCTS. For the WGTS
this would require a 100 times larger amount of krypton circulating in the closed
pumping cycle. Also the temperature has to be raised from 30 K to about 70 K to
avoid condensation of krypton. One can also consider to use a third independent
electrostatic spectrometer, like the Mainz MAC-E-Filter, for monitoring of the high
voltage by measuring the K-32 conversion line continuously. Since the half life of
83mKr is 1.83 hours only, one would install the mother 83Rb (half life: 86 days) as a
source, continuously producing 83mKr in situ. First investigations of this technique
look promising 63) but chemical and solid state effects on the conversion line position
have to be thoroughly examined. Since the HV dividers and digital voltmeters are
generally more stable than the HV power supplies themselves, the quality of the β
spectrum accumulated during long measuring times can be improved by the method
64).
Besides stability a precise, absolute calibration of the spectrometer voltage would
be very valuable as an important check, since the endpoint energy E0, derived from
the measured β spectrum, could be compared to the independently measured mass
difference ∆M(3He,T), which is known from measurements with absolute precision
of 1.7 eV 65). This measurement from the early nineties could be improved by about
one order of magnitude using state of the art equipment 66). Then the comparison
at a 0.1 eV level of the experimental endpoint energy E0 with the external mass dif-
ference ∆M(3He,T) will check for unknown systematics of the KATRIN experiment.
The option to use the external mass difference ∆M(3He,T) directly as fixed input
parameter in the analysis of the β spectrum to improve its sensitivity on mν will be
discussed in section 3.13.
3.13 Sensitivity on the electron neutrino mass
For the calculation of the expected sensitivity on the electron neutrino mass we restrict
the discussion to simulated data from the WGTS. As shown in section 3.2, the signal
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Figure 19: Estimates of the sensitivity on the electron neutrino mass for a specific set of parameters
(see text for details) shown as a function of the fit range of the electron spectrum below the endpoint
E0. The left axis denotes the 1σ error of m
2
ν , the right axis denotes the 1.64σ or 90% confidence
upper limit on the absolute electron neutrino mass under the assumption of zero mass. Squares
describe statistical uncertainties after 1 and 3 years (open and filled squares, respectively), triangles
show the systematic uncertainty and circles represent the total uncertainty.
rate S of electrons near the endpoint E0 (see eq. (16)–(20)) can be expressed in terms
of the energy resolution ∆E/E, the column density ρd and the maximum accepted
starting angle θmax. Apart from the count rate or signal strength near the endpoint,
sensitive parameters of the neutrino mass evaluation are the background rate b, the
actual interval below E0 used for measuring and fitting the spectrum, as well as
systematic uncertainties discussed in sec. 3.11. As pointed out there, the dominant
systematic uncertainty using the WGTS is inelastic scattering. In our discussion
we consider this uncertainty as the only one. We used the present uncertainties,
characteristic for the Troitsk experiment 46), although an improvement by a factor of
two at KATRIN can be expected.
Fig. 19 shows the results of simulations based on a realistic parameter set: en-
ergy resolution ∆E = 1 eV, source surface area AS= 29 cm
2, column density ρd =
5 · 1017/cm2, maximum accepted angle θmax = 51
◦ for β electrons starting from the
source, and total background rate of 11mHz. For small fit ranges near the endpoint,
the sensitivity is limited by statistics whereas for larger intervals systematic uncer-
tainties become dominant. After one (three) year(s) of measuring time, the 1σ error
on the observable ∆m2ν is expected to be smaller than 0.14 eV
2 (0.08 eV2), as can be
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seen from the left ordinate in fig. 19. Having simulated the spectra with zero neutrino
mass, the one year measurement leads to an upper limit of the mass itself of 0.5 eV
at 90% confidence. This upper limit L(90%) is connected to the error on ∆m2ν via
L(90%) =
√
1.64 ·∆m2ν . After three years of measuring time, this limit will improve
to
m(νe) < 0.35 eV at 90% confidence,
if no finite neutrino mass is observed. This sensitivity improves the existing limits
by almost one order of magnitude and also demonstrates the discovery potential of
KATRIN for an electron neutrino mass in the sub-eV range.
The sensitivity estimates given above are based on the assumption that KATRIN
reaches the same background level as the present Mainz and Troitsk experiments.
As pointed out in section 3.10 this assumption is reasonable. Significantly larger or
smaller rates of background would not change the sensitivity of KATRIN to m(νe)
very much. If the background rate would be 5 times higher, the limit on m(νe) would
be worse by a factor 1.4, if the background would be 5 times lower, the limit on m(νe)
would improve by a factor 1.2 .
The sensitivity which can be obtained by measurements with the QCTS, assuming
the uncertainties of the Mainz experiment, will be 2 times worse than the WGTS
sensitivity. The main disadvantage is the self-charging, which will limit the signal
rate S as well as the energy resolution ∆E as pointed out in section 3.4. If the
self-charging effect cannot be overcome, the QCTS will still provide checks with well
understood and complementary systematic uncertainties and as a backup source,
moreover.
In the standard fit procedure the four free parameters are m2ν , E0, amplitude
A and background rate b. As mentioned in section 3.12, the endpoint energy E0
can be obtained from an independent measurement of the 3He-T mass difference
∆M(3He,T). Does it make sense to put this number into the analysis as external
fixed input parameter for E0, in order to decrease the number of highly correlated
fit parameters by one? The correlation of mν to E0 in the fit increases linearly with
increasing the distance to the endpoint67), which is the neutrino energy. Therefore we
have to restrict ourselves to measure only a very small interval below E0 of the last
5 eV. Taking into account the width of the transmission function ∆E and the average
rotational vibrational excitation of the ground state of 1.7 eV the effective endpoint
is about 2.2 eV lower, thus the interval quoted corresponds essentially to about the
last 3 eV of the spectrum. Fixing the endpoint energy the statistical uncertainty of
m2ν for a 3 years measurement under standard conditions (see above) becomes ∆m
2
ν
= 0.05 eV2 . The main systematic uncertainty will come from the external endpoint
energy, which results for this situation in ∆m2ν /∆E0 ≈ 2 eV. E.g. an uncertainty
of ∆E0 = 20 meV corresponds to an systematic uncertainty of 0.04 eV
2 . Thus, if a
1 ppm precision in the 3He-T mass difference ∆M(3He,T) and the absolute calibration
of KATRIN could be achieved the sensitivity on mν could be improved further by
using an external ∆M(3He,T) value in the analysis.
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4 Outlook and Conclusion
Outlook
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a tritium β decay experiment with sub-eV
sensitivity. The realization of the proposed KATRIN experiment will, nevertheless, be
a technological challenge, especially with regard to the extreme UHV requirements of
the large electrostatic spectrometer vessel. In this context, the existing infrastructure
and technical expertise of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe will make it the favorable
location for the experiment. The overall costs of the experiment are estimated to
be about 17 million Euros (salaries not included), with the main costs arising from
the spectrometer vessel (3.5MEuros estimated) and the solenoid system (6.7MEuros
estimated).
Following the first presentation of the KATRIN project at an international work-
shop at Bad Liebenzell 69), the KATRIN Collaboration was formally founded in June
2001. The future time schedule of the KATRIN project calls for a full proposal to
be submitted in early 2002, followed by requests to the funding agencies later that
year. While systematic studies of background processes have already been performed
at Troitsk and Mainz, further detailed studies as well as prototyping experiments and
further design optimizations will be carried out over the next months. On condition
that the funding requests will be approved, the construction works for KATRIN could
be finished by the end of 2005. The commissioning and first test measurements of
KATRIN could then start in 2006, with long term data taking starting later that year.
We aim for a strong collaboration to build and perform the proposed experiment and
would welcome new participants.
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the physics and technique of a next generation
tritium β decay experiment, which would have an unprecedented sensitivity to the
electron neutrino mass. The experiment we propose has the potential to improve the
sensitivities of the present experiments in Troitsk and Mainz by one order of magni-
tude. With an estimated sensitivity of m(νe) = 0.35 eV , KATRIN could investigate
for the first time the sub-eV neutrino mass range by a direct kinematic measurement.
Neutrino masses are of special interest for cosmology and astrophysics, as the
relic neutrinos left over from the Big Bang could play a significant role as neutrino
hot dark matter in the evolution of large scale structures in the universe. If the
electron neutrino mass falls into the sensitivity range of KATRIN, the role of relic
neutrinos in structure formation could be fixed (taking into account the recent results
of neutrino oscillation experiments). If, on the other hand, the νe-mass will not be in
the range of the sensitivity, the constraint on the contribution Ων of relic neutrinos
to the total matter-energy density of the universe could be improved by one order
of magnitude, thereby limiting the cosmological significance of neutrinos. Therefore,
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one of the main motivations of KATRIN is to measure or to constrain the parameter
Ων . In this context, the results of KATRIN would be an important input parameter
for cosmological studies, especially for the analysis of future high precision, satellite
based cosmic microwave background measurements (MAP and Planck).
Apart from astrophysics and cosmology, the absolute mass scale of neutrinos plays
a central role for particle physics. As the Standard Models of particle physics offers
no explanation for fermion masses and mixing, the determination of the ν-mass scale
will be of fundamental importance for extended theories beyond the Standard Model
dealing with the mechanisms of mass generation. As ν masses are much smaller than
the masses of the other fermions, it will most probably be the neutrino mass scale
which will set the scale for new physics.
The only method to investigate the absolute mass scale of neutrinos in a model
independent way is the high precision spectroscopy of β decays. For this class of
experiments, only tritium β decay experiments using electrostatic spectrometers will
allow to reach the sub-eV mass range in the nearer future. The experiment we pro-
pose will push this technique to its technological limits, especially with regard to the
dimensions of the electrostatic spectrometer and the source strength of the gaseous
molecular tritium source. Thus, according to our present knowledge, KATRIN rep-
resents an ’ultimate’ tritium β decay experiment.
The proposed next-generation tritium β decay experiment will be complementary
to the numerous future oscillation experiments using solar, atmospheric and acceler-
ator neutrinos. These experiments will determine with great precision the neutrino
mixing parameters as well as the mass splittings among the different neutrino mass
eigenstates, but will not yield information on the absolute values of neutrino masses.
KATRIN will also be complementary to future 0νββ experiments, which will pro-
vide important information on Majorana neutrino masses. It is only the combination
of the different results from neutrino oscillation experiments, 0νββ experiments and
tritium β decay experiments which will allow us to get the ’full picture’ of neutrinos.
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